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the substantive law of the

In May we saw the lightning flash, a leaked draft opinion showing that a majority of the Supreme Court stood ready to overturn Roe v. Wade and its offspring, Planned Parenthood v. Casey. Then on June

alito’s telling approach to substantive due process
A long history of debate over substantive due process. The principle of substantive due process traces back to the Magna Carta. It also was the subject of robust debate among the

abortion ruling by supreme court sparks closer scrutiny of substantive due process
Jacksonville University public policy professor explains why certain LGBTQ protections aren't in danger after the Supreme Court's abortion decision

dr. jordan peterson: why dobbs doesn’t spell the end for gay rights
Recent Supreme Court decisions overturning Roe v. Wade and expanding gun rights in the U.S. have led some legal experts to declare the “triumph of originalism.” The court’s opinions do, in fact,

what is originalism? did it underpin the supreme court’s ruling on abortion and guns? debunking the myths
It’s not easy to make substantive changes in legacy firms. But new boutiques aren't shackled to the same structures.

the law firm disrupted: building a firm from the ground up?
It sounds simple, doesn’t it? In federal court cases where jurisdiction is based on diversity of citizenship, the court applies the substantive law that a court of the state in which the federal

‘errie’ and connecticut offers of compromise: a challenging analysis
For years, in-house lawyers, sometimes known as corporation counsels, were employed primarily based on their legal knowledge. The abilities required of

five important skills for the in-house counsel of the future
This book investigates how to determine the substantive content of their obligations that emanate This nuanced and comprehensive coalescence of law and theory on corporate obligations for

fundamental rights and the legal obligations of business
Carrie Severino, president of the Judicial Crisis Network and a former law clerk for Justice Clarence Thomas, said the Supreme Court’s Dobbs ruling proclaiming there is no constitutional right to an

former scotus clerk: dobbs ruling is ‘a huge victory for the rule of law’
Same-sex marriage and contraception rights could be under threat, if the same legal principle is used as in the recent abortion case.

**US Supreme Court decision on abortion creates ‘patchwork of rights’ based on where you live**
By applying demonstrably erroneous precedent instead of the relevant law's text—as the Court may have for Justice Thomas's views of substantive due process, there is no indication that

**On Justice Thomas, Dobbs, Precedent, and Substantive Due Process**
The substantive appointments of these two ladies emanating therefrom must be according to party dictates and not on law. And this comes as nothing new, because the founder leader of that

**Substantive Judicial Appointments were denied due to the direct work of the PNC**
Liz Cheney seems to me to embody the best the Republican party has to offer: she has courage, integrity, intelligence, humility, and a

**Liz Cheney and the Future of the GOP: Letters**
U.S. Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas and Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton want to bring back anti-gay sodomy laws.